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e Dear Readers,

What a semester this has been! Between COVID-19 and the
devastating floods that have deluged our city, it may be a time
we would rather forget. I want to take the opportunity, though,
to acknowledge the strength, generosity and resilience of the
Brisbane State High community that has rallied around our
students and their families in these difficult times: ad astra per
aspera.

Although no-one could have predicted the adversity we have
faced, our first Ink Drop issue for 2022 seems to articulate the
zeitgeist in its theme of “The Seasons”; namely, summer and
autumn. I think the seasons remind us that all things pass,
including hard times, and that there is a joy in that change.

Additionally, you will notice another change in the format of the
issue. We have decided to take The Ink Drop in a new, wholly
creative direction. Students have been exercising their creativity
here, where you will find short narratives, poetry and artwork to
prompt your thinking and remind you of the beauty of life.

We hope you enjoy their efforts. 

Go well, 
Amanda Pascoe
MIC, The Ink Drop

Summer 



WILL IAM CARLOS W I L L IAMS 

” In summer, the song sings itself  ”

SUMMERSUMMER
  the sun is shining



The sun casts her radiant glow,
An hour or two more on the water and trees, 

And the birds sing sweeter;
Mellow through the breeze.

 
And I can run a little faster,

So I can beat you to the empty store, 
With its boarded up windows,

And broken down door.
 

We can pedal up past the creek, 
Through the ethereal golden haze, 

And the dense undergrowth, 
Away from the urban maze.

 
And I’ll wait at the park,

The ground muddy from the rain. 
Next to the twisting rail lines,

And the occasional screech of a train.
 

But as summers go by, 
I’ll wait like a dog in vain, 

For deep down I know, 
I’ll never see you again.

The Rain in the Summer

Written by Oishika Mondal 
Edited by Sarah Alawneh 

Illustrated by Oishika Mondal 



"Massive McDonald’s meal coming your way Spencer, I repeat, Massive McDonald’s meal coming your
way!”, yelled Seb, circling in the sky. Seb and Spencer were quickly joined by Stan, Sam, Simon and Steven,
as they watched the McDonald’s meal being transported onto the sand. The smallest human of the group
ripped open the bag, its greasy little hands grabbing at the snacks. But the humans were too late to act. I
watched as Seb gave the signal, and the other seagulls dived. Boxes, bags and bottles were snatched as
the seagulls collected their bounty. Soon, the humans were only left with a single spoon, and they
screamed in outrage. The six seagulls sat down and celebrated their success. I shyly flew over to join in
their party. 
“What did you think Sunny?” Sam called. 
“Well its a terrific start isn’t it!?” I replied. 
Salty yellow sticks, red circular seeds, cold colourful creams, leaves, sweet brown liquids, the humans had
it all! Soon, all seven of us had swallowed our breakfast, and we were all soaring across the sky, bursting
with energy.

I chased a couple of small screaming humans, smiling at their squirming. Stan, Seb and Sam demolished
sand structures and Simon splashed in the sea. We played around for hours, pinching the occasional salty
stick or spilling a spicy sauce, singing, laughing, splashing and swimming. But as the afternoon rolled on,
the sky suddenly became a looming grey and rain began pouring on the beach. Soon there was an echo
of thunder, as the distant sky flashed violently. A gust of wind separated me from my six soaked friends
as the wind slingshotted them in all directions. It was hard for me to see through the heavy rain and I
could barely fly straight. I shouted for Steven, Spencer or SOME-BIRD-Y to save me from this savage
storm. Squinting below me, I could just spy a small cave. Determinedly, I dived down and took shelter
from the howling wind. Perching on a small stick, I protectively spread my wings over myself, shivering
from the severe weather the seaside was experiencing. I was scared out of my feathers as I realised the
terrible situation I had found myself in. The rain poured and poured and I shivered and shivered. It was
my first time ever participating in the Super Seagull Summer Sustenance Season and the day was
completely ruined. A huge wave crashed into the cave I was in. The water surrounded me, causing the
tide to drag me away from my shelter. The loud rumbling and the mighty crashes came from all around,
drowning me. I was pushed and pulled around as I desperately tried to fly out of the water. Slowly and
steadily the waves calmed down, and finally I could make my escape. My poor soaked feathers dripped
water as I ascended into the sky. All I could see was the sea for miles round. I was lost.

The sun was setting, and night was coming. Maybe if I chased the sun it would bring me home. Stars filled
the sky, the waves splashed smoothly and I flew on and on. I was anxiously shivering and exhausted. In
the distance, I could see a small dot of light, its warm glow flashing along the sea. Hope filled me. Maybe
at last I would get home and this sour day would be over. My friends were probably sobbing together,
sinking in the sadness of losing me. I now could see the shimmering lights coming from human houses,
the sustenance stores and finally, home. 
“Sunny!” Someone shouted. 
There, flying towards me was Steven. More shouts and screams filled the sky, and Spencer, Sam, Seb,
Simon and Stan were flying towards me. There, in their beaks were seven slightly soggy sandwiches. And
so, after an exhausting day, I told my friends my tale. The shelter, the sea and the sun. 
“You know Sunny, I think the Sun is really your good luck charm”, said Simon. 
The others murmured in agreement. Together, we tucked our wings around our heads and at last went to
sleep.

Swallowing SeasonSwallowing Season

Written by Hanneli Djachenko 
Edited by Adeline Putelli 

Illustrated by Mohammad Rana 

Three things you need to know about being a seagull: one, humans are annoying. Two,
we are excellent swimmers. (Yeah, yeah I KNOW that we are excellent fliers AS WELL but
our amazingness doesn’t stop there.) And three, we run the Special Operation; The Super
Seagull Summer Sustenance Season. And this is my first one. When the sun is at its
highest point in the sky and the humans can’t cope with being away from the beach, the
feast begins.



I opened my eyes to see the bright blue,
cloudless sky of North-East Queensland. I
looked down at my flaking, bright red skin that
felt as if it had been stung by an entire hive of
bees. No, wasps. Uhh, maybe I should’ve
listened to my parents and slopped on that
disgusting warm, sticky paste. Why is it even
called sunscreen? What a stupid name! It would
make so much more sense for it to be called
“Sun-cream”.

The thing is, my parents nag me to do stuff all
the time, and it’s hard to tell when it’s actually
important. What even is their purpose in life?
To raise me? I’m already so independent.
They’re useless.

I went to get up from my sun lounge, wait no,
hammock, only to fall face first onto the cold
hard deck of the cruise ship.

“Ben, we’ll go snorkelling without you if you
don’t come right now!” my mum yelled at me. 

They won’t actually leave without me, right? --
splash. Darn. Do they really hate me that
much? 

...

After I finally got the snorkelling gear on, I
waddled over to the diving area, feeling like a
complete fool, or should I say, duck. I’m telling
you, all those people who never bothered to
look at me before (me being the clumsy little
kid) couldn’t pull their eyes away. I could feel it.
Could they quit being such weirdos?

The flippers made it seriously hard to walk.
What was the point of them? They’re why I
tripped and slid down the stairs on my belly,
like a penguin. And caused my belly flopping in
the sea. I guess it’s a creative way of getting
into the water. Better than stomping down the
stairs.

“Hey Ben!” called my sister Irene. “Where are your flippers?” Wow, not again. Why was everyone treating
this as if it was such a big deal?
...

After absolutely ages, the instructor told us to go under the water and have a look at the coral and fish.
Ewww... a slimy yellow fish touched my foot. Obviously flippers wouldn’t have helped. You see my logic?

Anyway, I was swimming around, minding my own business when this ugly green fish with a shell swam by.
It totally invaded my personal space. I think they are called tur-tals, wait no, turtles? Anyway the stupid
thing made me crash into some colourful hard sponge. This reef sucks. Why do I even have to stay here?

After the irritating tour guide told me off for damaging marine wild life, (I think it did more damage to me)
I kept on doing my own thing and ignoring what the guy told me to do. I’m such a good person. I went
ahead of everyone else. (With that weird speed spell they’ll catch up anyway) and I found this giant rock.

I was so mad at it for being in my way that I didn’t even think of going around, so I decided the best course
of action was to smash it. I had only kicked it three times (which really hurt by the way), threw my dad’s
favourite camera at it and shoved some random kid into it before the instructor guy (apparently he has
authority) started yelling at me about damaging marine life again. It’s a rock, idiot.

Then he started going on about how this was the Muga Dhambi (whatever that means) and it was a 400
year old coral--that’s not even that old, my parents are older. My dad is, in fact, 450.

I finally decided to leave after the instructor started saying something about sharks being spotted. I was so
mad that I got the blame for the fight with some stupid rocks that I stomped on another one. I could have
sworn it wasn’t a spiky one, but suddenly it shapeshifted and my foot started bleeding. WHY ME?!

I saw some big grey shapes swim past me but I was too preoccupied with my hurt foot. More grey
thingamajigs kept disturbing me and so I looked up, only to realise that I was being circled by shirts! I mean
SHARKS. I started slowly swimming backwards (okay fine, I sped off) and the SHARKS started chasing me!
Perhaps the flippers would have helped after all.

The sharks were catching up and I was already getting dizzy from my loss of blood. The last thing I
remember was something grabbing me, before I saw my life flash before my eyes and the world went
black.

...

I woke up in a hospital surrounded by weird nurses with stupid smiles in their faces. They kept talking to
me like a baby. Later I learned that my dad had yanked my out of the water onto the boat, away from the
sharks. He’s in good shape for 450. Maybe my family isn’t so pointless after all.

SUMMER 

Written by Llana Ly & Cheri Zhang 
Edited by Adeline Putelli 

Illustrated by Cheri Zhang  

The flippers dragged me down beneath
the surface of the cold water. I was not
going to take it anymore. I yanked the
abominations off my feet the moment I
righted myself. I flung them behind me,
right into the face of someone else.
WHAT HAVE I EVEN DONE TO DESERVE
ALL THIS?!

“That wasn’t me!” I screamed so that
everyone would know. I’m so smart for
a 7 year old. Hold on, I think that’s my
brother. What year was I born again?
20... 2011? That sounds right. So I’m 10?
Yeah, 10.

I think the summer heat was casting
some kind of spell on everyone except
me, because everyone was swimming so
much faster than me. My stupid baby
brother, Max, swam over to me.

“Why aren’t you wearing the flippers?
You‘re so slow.” He babbled. I stuck my
nose up at him. Am I really that slow?

“Those stupid flippers made it too hard
to walk, so I got rid of them before they
could cause anymore trouble for me in
the water,” I stated matter-of-factly.

“Not that anything happened up there,
of course,” I added.

Max, being the little jerk that he is,
looked at me weirdly and questioned,
“You know flippers help you swim
faster, right?”

I stuck my tongue out at him and
ignored him. What a dummy. What
would he know? Those flippers are good
for nothing.



summer comes
uninvited yet welcomed
with its lingering days
and slipping nights

we are at the beach;
toes dipped in golden sand
stained fingers clutching watermelons
spitting seeds into the ocean

suddenly, “catch”,
and in my cupped hands
there is a seashell,
weathered and coarse
no glitter and no glow

you laugh and i look up,
see the world in your eyes, a kaleidoscope;
blinking lights
crashing oceans
glistening shells

in this moment,
all sound drowns
and it’s just you and me;
bruised shell and fine pearl,

drenched in the love of summer

with summer, came love 
Written by Yejin Yoon 
Edited by Stephanie Truong 

Illustrated by Joanna Li 



As the student leaders came into class, he felt his
heart breaking.

He knew she had to leave for Paris, but just before
the serenades? He couldn’t believe what she
decided. He thought she loved him so, so much,
and they used to vow to each other never to be
separated. He used to think they would truly be
together forever, inseparable until 'death do you
part'. The sound of music filled the room as the
student leaders sang louder, happier, the whole
class cheering along with their serenades. Some
people were bouncing on their chairs in
excitement, some were ecstatically singing along,
and some were just cheerfully listening to music
and imagining themselves with their soulmate. He
wasn’t cheerful at all, although the song filled
everyone else’s hearts with joy. There simply
wasn’t enough room in him for happiness. As the
song died down, and the class thought of who the
song was meant for, he too was left thinking.

Yet she knew his question from miles away. How
could she have abandoned him so soon?

Ruby knew he hated it, but it wasn’t her fault she
had to move. After all, her family just wanted a
better life for her, and more opportunities. She
was grateful they cared for her so much, but for a
moment, she thought of something else. She
considered, and for a moment, wondered what life
would have been if they were never apart. Would
they graduate high school together? Would they
choose to go to the same university? Would they
have gotten married later on? They would have
navigated the big, wide world with each other,
terrified and nervous, but never alone.

.
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Written by Rosemerry Ali 
Edited by Clarissa Nix 

Alone. Ruby was alone. Her family’s house in France
was huge, and she loved it, but something never felt
quite right. Her bed was covered in her favourite silk
sheets, bright green just like she preferred it. Her
room was so open, with windows surrounding what
could have been walls, and with so much space to
put things in. The only problem was, Ruby had
nothing to put in her room. Nothing and no one. But
there were always things happening in her mind.

She imagined them with each other on the oval
again. How they used to run along the path with
their hands lightly interlocking. How they used to
chase their friends along the grass, giggling like
toddlers, though they could barely be considered
children anymore. How much they used to do there,
so much, and their hands never left each other’s
grasp. And how much Ruby missed it.

He missed it too. Not the oval. He already had the
oval, his friends, and his school pride. All he was
missing was her. Then he would be content.

He heard, through the screams of his companions,
and the frantic yelling of the teachers, something like
music. It wasn’t overly loud, nor overly quiet, but just
loud enough that he could hear it on the wind.

The Valentine’s Day serenades were still happening,
and suddenly he remembered how sad he felt when
they came to his class to sing. Why hadn’t he
appreciated it then? It was beautiful. Then he felt as
if he’d been hit. Not by a ball, but by his own feelings.

They were singing for him. The serenades were sent
by Ruby before she’d left, just as something to
remember her by. His eyes welled up with tears, and
along with it, his heart with emotions. Not with
excitement, not with grief, but with simple joy. She
did love him after all.



‘This sun has no mercy!’ I heard a voice whine as the sun’s wrath reached for our blistered skin. She
endlessly burned, and burned and burned, slowly but surely burning our skin. But despite walking through
her fire, I always admired her for never tiring, even when the world fell asleep.

The clacking of school shoes against concrete began to quicken as the sun approached its peak. With
prompt ‘goodbyes’ to my friends, I ambled into my biology classroom, mentally preparing myself for my
teacher’s scolding when she found out that I had to skip the exam for a violin rehearsal. After enduring that
dreaded lecture, my attention diverted to the whiteboard reading, ‘Butterfly Metamorphosis’. Butterfly
metamorphosis is when a caterpillar's body changes, ultimately emerging as a butterfly. Metamorphosis is
beautiful, I thought. But were caterpillars born with a desire to soar? Or did nature force its wings, telling it to fly?
The question lingered in my mind.

When the chatter dissolved into silence, I began to feel the absence of the music that I was so used to
hearing. The silence felt unnatural. At that feeling, I grabbed my AirPods, drowning out the silence with the
slice of a violin’s bow. I felt my fingers twinge at the realisation that it wasn’t me perfectly hitting the notes,
but a stranger. My eyes fluttered to a close as I reminisced. The familiar weight of the violin was a limb that I
had been living without. The bow that rested in my hand was just an extension of my arm. Simple reminders
of the talent that lived within my skin. The perfect ensemble of melodic voices that sung at the beck of my
bow brought me an indescribable happiness.

My metamorphosis was the music that I held in my hand. I was flying. But when the music vanished, I would
plummet to the ground.

I jolted awake at the blaring voices of my two best friends. I had fallen asleep. And so, the teasing began.
‘Another late night practise sesh?’, ‘Didn’t the violin tell you that you weren’t allowed to sleep?’ Harmless to
them, hurtful to me. I humoured my peers with a chorus of hollow laughter. You don’t know what it is to
bleed, I screamed at the emptiness of my mind. I felt my cheeks grow roses, and I felt their thorns prickling
my heart. Contrary to popular opinion, the end of the school week was always my least favourite. It’s when
everyone would make unrealistic plans to go to the city, stuff themselves with Korean barbecue, waste their
time watching predictable movies and capture their short-lived happiness in overpriced photo booth
pictures. At least I had been productive.

My friends no longer bothered to invite me out anyway. They knew I had to practise. And I knew it too. Yet,
my traitorous heart still won over my logic at the fear of missing out. One missed violin lesson wouldn’t hurt,
my heart would whisper. FOMO is a disease that a musician must learn to live with.

‘I’m going,’ my mouth spoke. And I guess I listened. Astonished couldn’t describe the surprise on their faces,
or the shock on mine.

I can’t remember a time when I didn’t hate buses. Why were they so musty and crowded? Why were they so
big and obnoxious? Why was I even here? We ran, faster than I knew I could even run. Past the playground
where I never learned how to ride a bike, past the 7-Eleven where I had never tried a slurpee, past the
library where I hadn’t studied for my biology exam. Instead, I was forever by my perfect violin, studying
perfect songs, and playing perfectly. Being a perfect player made me happy. But was I really happy?

Before me stood my friends, the bus and the unforgiving sun. Scorching everything in its sight. Prying the
skin from my body. Devouring me whole. Burning, burning, burning. Had I burnt out?

Metamorphosis 
Written by Zoe Simbag 
Edited by Boram Sim 

A simple distraction is all it takes to fall and I had many. I had fallen. The doctors told me that my heart had
shattered. No, they told me that my bones had shattered. Despite the vast difference in words, my ears
heard heartbreak in both. What is a musician without her hands? What is a violin without its bow? What is a
human without her heart? It was crazy to think that I had lost everything in a split second.

I used to think that happiness looked a lot like perfection. But a perfect life is not a happy life, it’s just a hard
one. Perfectionism stole that happy life from me.

On summer nights, the sun set in the late evening. The playground was still crowded by kids, who were
probably more than a decade younger than myself. I watched them make their happy memories, the ones I
never made. The sight made my stomach clench with jealousy. In my haste to leave, I had hit my hand
against the wooden bench I was sitting on. My vision swam, the bright lights from the streetlamps blurring
my vision. But not enough for me to miss it.

A butterfly, small and dainty, soared before me and rested on the tip of my broken fingers. Butterflies. They
tire and eventually rest. And so would I.

Maybe it isn’t nature that tells caterpillars that they must fly. Maybe flight is just another stage of their life.
After all, butterflies are just caterpillars that have learnt how to fly. And now I think I am able to soar.

Illustrated by Lucy Vallance
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"Home away from Home"
Illustrated by 

 Kody Raevskaya 

See Next Page for more featured art

"A house and a home are two different things. You
can probably find a house even if you travel miles and
miles around the globe. But a home? You will rarely
see two."
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"Autumn Graveyard”  (Left)
Illustrated by 
Sahani Pathiranage

"Time to Go Green!”
Illustrated by 
Ava Fyfe

"Under the Sunflower”
Illustrated by 

Louise Sococ



DEL IA  OWENS ,  WHERE  THE
CRAWDADS S ING

” Autumn leaves don’t fall,
they fly. They take their time

and wander on this only
chance to soar. ”

AUTUMNAUTUMN
  the leaves are falling 



In an instant, I felt like I had just got off the fastest roller coaster in
all eternity. The urge for my legs to give way was strong, but I
managed to stay standing. The spirits, were so formidable, yet
majestic at the same time. Everything about them screamed
‘Power!’.

Winter was tall and pale, with cobalt-blue eyes and straight
blonde hair, dip-dyed silver and baby blue. Her white dress
reached the tops of her knee-high boots, and stuck out in jagged
icicle shapes. She wore a cobalt-blue chestplate, sprinkled with
shimmering sequins. Her eyes, dusted with pale eye shadow,
looked at me fiercely, with resonant power. 

Autumn was lean and fair, with amber eyes and brown hair
bundled into an elegant updo, held by a maple leaf-shaped clip.
She wore faded red overalls, with brown highlights at the hems.
Orange acorns hung from her ears, and her eyes had a warm,
wise look to them. 

Summer had a bright yellow top, adorned with sun rays. Her
faded blue jeans were ripped at the knees, and her hair was held
back in a loose ponytail. Her eyes looked friendly, but it was like
staring at fire; bright and hot. 

Spring remained to the side, with a green top and denim skirt,
just above the knees. Flowers were pinned into her hair, and
small rose studs adorned her ears.

I was transfixed, captivated by their diversity, by how I felt each
season within my veins. They were all so unique, with two sides to
their own story.

They held my gaze until the Spring spirit spoke in a delicate yet
firm voice, “Acolyte, you have finished your training, correct?”

“Yes”.

“And you are aware of the responsibility you will hold with the
power?” 

“Yes”.

“Make the oath,” they announced in unison.

I breathed deeply, counting my heartbeat. “I will not abuse my
power, I will keep my planet safe. I will serve Earth, and my
season, with all my might.”

The spirits exchanged glances. The silence enveloped me like a
blanket. Where was my test?

After sharing their barely-audible whispers, they all stepped
forward for the verdict. “Acolyte, you belong to Autumn. You will
therefore hold Autumnal powers”.

I should have been rejoicing about my new powers. Instead?

“Where’s my test? Or challenge? Or…”

The spirits' laughter was like tinkling bells. Summer answered.

“My dear child. We have observed you your whole life. We have
seen your every trial, every setback, every victory. 
There are no more tests to pass. We know who you are. ”We
always do.”

Seasonal Spirits
Written by Micole Devinuwara 
Edited by Sam Meredith

Illustrated by Sahani Pathiranage (Left)

I knelt before the spirits of the season, knees shaking. I licked
my lips, which stubbornly stayed paper-dry. I was sure my
face was flushed and hot, and blood was rushing to my ears.
My teeth were chattering, not from the cold, but the pressure
bearing down on me. Today was the fateful day I would
receive my seasonal power. Would I be able to withstand heat
with no effort, or make leaves move in the brisk wind? Would I
be able to make flowers of all kinds grow, or make icicles hang
from my fingertips?

I honestly had no biases; I would absorb whatever power I
was gifted. I would face any test. Rise above any challenge.
But, in the end, I needed something. There had been kids in
the past who hadn’t gotten any powers. If that was your
result, you would be better off exiling yourself, rather than
facing the walk of shame towards your village, seeing your
parents' devastated faces and coping with the utter
humiliation of being unworthy.

In my village, honour is everything, and powers dominate all.

I kept my eyes fixed on the ground. I didn’t dare look up. It is
an unspoken law to not look at the seasonal spirits, the ones
who would gift me my power. Winter, Summer, Autumn and
Spring. They were so much more than just the changing
weather patterns. Oh no. They were almighty and powerful,
and my future lay in their hands.

My knees were shaking so much, I thought I would topple
over. To take my mind off things, I stared at the spirits’ feet.

Just by looking at their shoes, I could tell diversity ran thick
and thin. There were thongs, shining yellow like they were
made of the sun themselves. Those had to belong to the
Summer spirit. Leather ankle boots, covered with dried
leaves, definitely were Autumn’s shoes. Light green sandals,
adorned with flowers of every kind, belonged to the Spring
spirit. While winter wore the most splendid ice-blue boots,
that extended beyond my vision. They looked furry, yet I knew
that they were jagged icicles. Snowflakes adorned the toes of
the boots, and icicles hung from the zippers.

If they managed to be this formidable, when just staring at
their feet, I wondered what it would be like to see the spirits
for the first time. I  hope I wouldn’t faint with anxiety and
worry. 

In the midst of my thoughts about fainting and footwear, I
heard a deep whisper, like the rushing wind from a canyon.
“You may rise.”

I got to my feet, biting down on my tongue and wincing as I
tasted blood. I breathed deeply, before raising my head, and
looking at the seasonal spirits for the first time in my life.



The wind blew as the tiny rain droplets fell out of the sky. The dark clouds covered the dim moon
light, which aside from the blunt street lights, was the only other thing barely keeping his path lit at
this hour. He held his head low and let the rain fall on his body. He didn’t care about getting wet, he
didn’t care about getting sick--his day had been so messed up he couldn’t care less what happened
to him now. His hands were glued inside his pockets. He tried his best to hide his face so it wouldn’t
grow to be as saturated as his clothes. His cheeks were flustered pink from the cold. He looked
down at the pavement, watching the rain splash onto the surface and change its colour.

“I’m such an idiot. How could I have lost my house key? Look where that’s got me now: walking alone
in the streets in the pouring rain at an ungodly hour. What a way to add the cherry on top of my day,
huh? First I miss my final exam, then I get fired from my job because I couldn’t turn up on time like a
normal person; then my phone died, and now I’m locked out of my house. Excellent day, just
amazing,” he mumbled to himself as he traipsed through the pelting rain, trying to find an open
coffee shop to take shelter in and collect himself after his horrendous day.

He strode through the streets for what felt like hours, drowning himself in self-pity. Hardly
concentrating on where he was going, he tripped over his own feet, stumbling to the ground and
landing in a puddle. “Great. There goes my phone,” he sarcastically scoffed to himself as he picked
his now dysfunctional phone out of the puddle.

A small light from a coffee shop shone in the distance. Finally, he thought, a saviour in the darkness,
a place to escape from the shivering cold streets. He hastened towards it, desperate to feel the
warmth of the cozy little shop. The ceiling light slightly dimmed as the golden bell rang above the
door. Droplets of rainwater slid down his back and landed onto the doormat below his feet, which
was printed with the word ‘Welcome’. He gripped the wooden handle, his eyes adjusting to the new
cozy environment.

“God, finally. A decent place to stay.” He sighed, wiping the muddy water off his forehead. He fumbled
though his pockets, trying his best to gather a couple of dollars and cents. Hoping he had enough, he
made his way over to the cashier, leaving a trail of footprints behind. 

“Can I order a coffee please?” he asked uncertainly. 

“Yes, that’ll be 5 dollars,” the half-asleep man replied.

He peeked down at the brown-ish coins in his palms, slowly taking his time to count each one. His
heart stopped; his eyes squinted; his mind wandered. He had his body, his head, and his mind in the
coffee shop but not the most important thing he needed. One more dollar. He closed his eyes for a
split second, before letting a bunch of desperate words out of his mouth. About to lose his mind, he
completely shut out all of the sounds erupting from behind him. Including the piercing ring of the bell,
hanging loosely above the doorframe. Someone had entered the shop.

“Sir, unfortunately I can’t give you the coffee unless you pay full price. It’s just store policy.” 

His heart dropped as his hands drooped to his sides. He couldn’t believe his day had just gotten worse.
He had given up hope of trying to plead with the cashier. His eyes fell to the floor. As he was about to
return to the thundering rain outside, a hand reached from behind him and tapped a debit card. The
cashier sighed in defeat, and returned a few minutes later, handing him his warm, freshly brewed
coffee. He snatched the coffee away from the cashier, reluctantly throwing a 'thanks' to the person
behind him, without even sparing them a glance. His mind was still overloaded with self-pity from his
extremely unfortunate day.

He slouched into a booth, sipping his coffee. This was the only good part of his day. Being slightly more
relaxed, he revised his day in his head for the millionth time. “I couldn’t even pay for my own coffee,” he
mocked himself before coming to the realisation that someone else had paid and he had been
extremely rude to them. He cursed himself under his breath for being selfish and so caught up in his
day, that he didn’t even properly thank whoever had lifted his spirits.

He stood up in his seat, peering around the small shop to see if the person had left. A wave of relief
washed over him as his eyes landed on a figure sitting in the far corner of the shop. He still had a
chance to redeem himself.

With his coffee in hand, he approached the person sitting alone on their phone. He took a deep breath
before starting to apologise. 

“Hey, I’m sorry I was rude earlier. I’ve been having a pretty bad day, so thank you for paying back there.
He slid his four dollars across the table in an attempt to make up for his earlier rudeness.

She eyed the sincere hand, before looking up at the nervous face. A smile flashed across her face as
gently slid the money back. 

“It’s alright, keep it. Sit,” she laughed, patting the spot next to her. Shocked, he sat down beside her, as
a feeling of water tumbling inside his tummy washed over him. Except it was a good feeling. Something
he never felt before. It was the feeling of ‘butterflies’.
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Anne must not know.

Anne must not know that as the night blanketed that day, Joy closed the door to her sister's room.
Mum. Dad. They were at it again. The faded amber rug was small comfort for her heart as she sat
rocking her feet. Mum and Dad throwing words at each other in the background. Anxiety which had
once pulsed in her hands, beating with life, leaking with fear, was now merely a small part of her
worries.

And so, she continued to pick up the shattered memories off the ground.

Joy turned around.

Anne was happily skipping down the memory lane.

This was ok. This was good. Anne shouldn't know about their parents. Anne won't know. And Anne
will not know her own father was the very reason Joy had left the house. The very reason Joy would
never remember.

It was perhaps the softest autumn to settle into the
earth.

The same path, golden, crackling with leaves. And
the sky, sighing as light flickered through the gaps of
each warm leaf. The cup was warm in her hands, as
the bustle shifted around her. And so, Joy closed her
eyes and drifted into a daydream. Her memory lane.

A path where the golden leaves, and cinnamon lay
faint in the air, all year long. And in this memory
lane there would be stores, tucked into the corners
of every street. Each one offering a different delight;
handmade candles, toffees, and knitted scarfs.
Maybe this would be the world, where she would
not need to leave. A world where she and her sister
could play in the leaves until the sunset called them
home. She would be content with that. Each day,
every day. 

And maybe this would be the autumn to visit a
corner café, hidden within the autumn leaves,
drinking cinnamon coffee. She would flick through
the brown-paged books at the café.  And maybe this
would be the autumn, where she would meet her
again. Joy lightly shifted the thought away. Soft peals
of the café doorbell brought her back to reality, one
where autumn was only falling into winter, and not
forever. The café was already closing, and the busy
streets had slowed. A warm glow lit the path home.

-

The morning blurred into afternoon, as Anne
sidestepped the dried autumn corpses, leaves
littered across the road. It had been many months
since her sister's disappearance. No. It had been
years. Each day was winding into another until time
was lost in itself. Anne wondered what would have
happened that day if she had followed her out.
Perhaps, Joy would be with her right now. And they
would stumble along the path laughing about Mr
Pavlov's stories while the sun crinkled into  dusk. A
burning ache shifted in her chest; a familiar pain. A
drop fell to the crisp pages on the ground, her tears
inking the concrete pathway. 

I wish you would come back already.
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At least in Anne's eyes.

Because Joy did know. 
She did remember. 
Her father's words, broken 
and spat towards the ground. 
While every night, the 
youngest child lay in peace,
stiched together by oblivion.  
Away from the truth, 
hidden from the broken 
shards.

But as Joy blinked at the 
reality in front of her, 
she saw her sister.
No longer happily playing on 
memory lane. Just,
Anne. With tears 
piercing her own heart.

And the quiet, dim memory
lane that held all of Joy's
secrets, was abandoned.

Anne didn't know.

As the autumn folded in 
a crisp, warm afternoon, 
Joy ran. Towards the sister 
she had once fled from.

Anne deserved to know.

-

The girl was crunched into the sidewalk
whispering sobs. Her.

"Anne." The word tumbled out before Joy
could think. The ground sighed, and the
world stilled. Anne knew. No matter how
many times Joy looked into her eyes and
said her name, her own sister would not
remember her.
 
Joy really did not remember.

Joy did not remember the oranges of
autumn and the mittens they would knit.
Joy did not remember the warmth of the
sun after the crisp wind settled.
Joy did not remember the corner stores,
where books upon books lined the walls.

Her own sister, eyes blank stood some
distance away from her, no flicker of
recognition. 

-

The weary sun gently closed Joy’s eyes. It
was a dimly lit road. Memory lane.

She saw herself, no older than twelve,
picking up the shards her father had left
behind, so her younger sister would not
cut her feet on them. The shards were
words, memories bleeding into her hands,
but she continued. Picking them up, one by
one.

Anne must not know.

Another memory, like a cassette, gently
clicked into place and rolled out in front of
her. And she gazed with a fainted smile, as
Anne tugged on their father's hand
pointing at the carousel.



An icy breeze whips through my jacket
A breath of chilled autumn wind,
Sweeter than lemonade or cordial

Utilising the cold-steeped air to
Wake oneself up in the morning
To keep on fighting, to escape
The clawing fingers of sleepy comfort
Reaching through the dark bedroom

Trying to hold it all in,
The wind, the air, is a
Desperate wish.
But one tries to all the same, so that
Autumn
Never leaves.
So it stays forever in the curl of
One’s spine. In one’s every step.

Understand, or try to, loving 
Those morning dawns 
Disentangling from those fingers of 
Thoughtless sleep to
Stare at the
Pinks and
Oranges,
Painting the sky in hope, 
Whispering of
Biting, bitter beauty

Mystifying, the power of the wind, 
Of the cold.
Of its ability to bring the pink back to 
One’s cheek
To remind them to truly live
In the world that surrounds them.

Never forget,
The autumn breeze, or the
Autumn chill. Don’t forget
That feeling of waking up,
Out of the warm haze of bed,
To find the sky painted,
In the most delicate colours. 
Contrasting the strength of the
Cold wind, reminding You to

Get up and
Live.
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There is a quietness that nestles in place of the sweltering heat; unsaid words are carried
through the air – the words of the leaves. They cling to the trees as they bloom – beautiful hues
of bronze, copper and russet – and pay the price of beauty when they are inevitably blown
away, on the cusp of life and yet on the bed of death. It is as if the season is the silent decline
towards the cold and darker months, the lingering death of Summer slowly buried by the
cooler evenings – dew damp on the boots of commuters. There is a crunch to Autumn, with the
dried frosty leaves that give it a sense of liveliness unseen in Winter. Clouds begin to appear
upon breaths – a constant reminder of the frigidity to come.

Maybe it is bigger than the smooth rolling-over of the seasons that choke her; maybe it is
bigger than Summer and Autumn. (After all, the absence she carries is one that cannot be
replaced.) There is dependability in the seasons – the knowledge of perennial repetition –
unlike that of life, of humans; ergo, creation. Summer is passed in the melting of an ice cream,
its humidity and heat oppressing yet not unforgiving. In Summer, air-cons are cranked up, and
people are snappier, yet, there are also beaches to be visited and oceans to be explored. There
is less physical intimacy in favour of shade and reprieve. (There now festers an insatiable
desperation in her, clawed open by chilling absence, and there is no reprieve.)

There is not so much solidarity in Autumn (and none in Winter, where the lack of heat  – of
presence becomes unbearable – but that is yet to come). There are thicker coats, lingering
touches, and warm spicy drinks in Autumn. There is the vibrance of dying flora. With the first
wash of autumn air, moving over the high-rises and suburbia like a shallow wave, the people
slow to a quieter pace, more thoughtful as if calmed like smoke to bees. There is love made
through promises that last longer (that should last longer) than the season. It is a prelude to
gelid days that wait ahead but also an interlude between the extremities of the seasons.
(Perhaps this is why it transitions unnoticed; forgotten.) It isn’t till the browning and departure
of the petals that the season is truly noted.

Without the myriad colours, it would go past as though a reprieve from the white heat; a brief
recess before the unforgiving frigidity. There is, after all, a difference between the seasons,
separate to the tangible temperatures and atmosphere. The colours are different. Where
Autumn is coated in sepia, foliage the most attractive aspect; Summer is drowned by the Sun,
in its warm and bright yellows, with cerulean skies. And that is the visceral difference. Innately
it is recognised somewhere in the clockwork between hearts and minds.

(The question then stands, how does a person blinded with grief – with a longing so akin to
Winter, where the Earth remains shrouded in greys, blues and whites – recognise these
seasons?)
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